
Dear Sir / Madam 

here are some points on Election Voting System in Australia

1. Preferential Voting System be scrapped !
This system undermines all Minor Parties and enables the Major Parties
to corrupt the intention of all voters in Australia .
It pandas to the Party Controllers and private Deal Makers .
One Vote counted once !

2. In this era of environmental awareness there can be no justification for the massive waste
of resources by the continuation of handing out  How To Vote cards at polling booths .
The amount of senseless waste is not acceptable any more,
not to mention the annoyance that is caused to the majority of voters
who do not like being bombarded by many people "pushing" their brand upon them.

We suggest each  candidate provide the chief electoral officer at each booth enough How To Vote cards
sufficient to put one in each individual voting booth.
This way everyone is represented fairly, the massive waste of resources is stopped
and people cease to be harassed at polling booths.
NO more handing out of H.T.V. CARDS AT POLLING BOOTHS."

3. Compulsive Voting to be scrapped !
This would stop the Donkey drop by people who just want to have
their name crossed off the Electrol role .
This also is a huge waste of resource .

4. Proper identification of all Voters to be verified before voting .
Anyone caught out voting more than once should be jailed
and disqualified from voting in Elections for life !
This makes a mockery of so called Democratic Elections in Australia .

5. Mandatory jailing of people who manipulate voting in Australia .
The AEC and ECQ should investigate Election Corruption in any form .

yours sincerely 
David Chidgey   
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